Topological states of matter are characterized by topological invariants, which are physical quantities whose values are quantized and do not depend on the details of the system (such as its shape, size and impurities). Of these quantities, the easiest to probe is the electrical Hall conductance, and fractional values (in units of e 2 /h, where e is the electronic charge and h is the Planck constant) of this quantity attest to topologically ordered states, which carry quasiparticles with fractional charge and anyonic statistics. Another topological invariant is the thermal Hall conductance, which is harder to measure. For the quantized thermal Hall conductance, a fractional value in units of κ 0 (κ 0 = π 2 k B 2 /(3h), where k B is the Boltzmann constant) proves that the state of matter is non-Abelian. Such non-Abelian states lead to ground-state degeneracy and perform topological unitary transformations when braided, which can be useful for topological quantum computation. Here we report measurements of the thermal Hall conductance of several quantum Hall states in the first excited Landau level and find that the thermal Hall conductance of the 5/2 state is compatible with a half-integer value of 2.5κ 0 , demonstrating its non-Abelian nature.
1
. After its first observation 2 , it was suggested that this state might be a manifestation of superconducting-like condensation of composite fermions in a zero effective magnetic field [3] [4] [5] . Furthermore, it was predicted that the state carries quasiparticles whose mutual exchange statistics is non-Abelian 3 . Consequently, the ground state of several quasiparticles remains degenerate even at their fixed positions; hence, such states are attractive for topological quantum computing 1 . Yet, this prediction has been hard to test experimentally because relatively easily accessible experimental probes, such as electric response functions, do not reflect the topological order of the state. Even after the demonstration of the state's quasiparticle charge 6, 7 being e * = e/4 and the observation of a topologically protected upstream-propagating neutral mode 8 , a family of possible orders are still viable candidates for the ν = 5/2 state. However, the thermal Hall conductance may distinguish Abelian from nonAbelian states because it is quantized to an integer value of κ 0 T, where T is the temperature, for the former and a half-integer value for the latter 5 . Furthermore, its precise value distinguishes between different candidate orders. Here, we report an observation compatible with such half-integer quantization.
Background
It is worth giving a brief summary of the different orders predicted for this state. Numerical work lent support [9] [10] [11] to the non-Abelian Pfaffian 3 and anti-Pfaffian topological orders 12, 13 . Among the other possible states are the SU(2) 2 , the K = 8, 331 and 113 liquids, as well as their particle-hole conjugates [14] [15] [16] [17] . A non-Abelian particle-hole Pfaffian order 13, [18] [19] [20] [21] with the wave function described in ref. 19 was interpreted in terms of Dirac composite fermions 18 . Although the naming of these states does not follow any particular methodology, a wire construction organizes them in terms of their thermal Hall conductance, introduces possible generalizations, for which the thermal Hall conductance may be any arbitrary integer or half-integer multiple 22 of κ 0 T, and identifies their edge structure (see below). Our goal is to determine the experimentally relevant order from thermal transport. The thermal Hall conductance is defined in a two-terminal measurement as g Q = dJ Q /dT = KT, with J Q being the heat current (in watts) and K the thermal conductance coefficient. This highly important characteristic of the system has a maximal value for one-dimensional ballistic channels, with K = κ 0 . The thermal Hall conductance is independent of the charge and the exchange statistics of the heat-carrying particles. This quantum limit has been experimentally realized for bosons 23, 24 , fermions 25 and recently for a strongly interacting system-the lowest Landau level in the fractional quantum Hall effect (with fractionally charged quasiparticles) 26 . In the latter study 26 it was shown that in the presence of counter-propagating one-dimensional modes and in the limit of a long propagation length, the thermal conductance reflects the net number of topological chiral modes (the number of downstream modes minus the number of upstream modes), as predicted by the K matrix in the bulk 27 . Among the possible topological orders for the ν = 5/2 state 16 , the non-Abelian candidates are predicted to conduct n + 1/2 (n = 0, 1, …, 4) units of the quantized heat, J Q , whereas for Abelian states the 1/2 is missing. The term 1/2 originates from a neutral edge mode (it can be downstream or upstream) whose central charge is onehalf. This mode may be viewed as a Majorana chiral edge mode of a superconductor of composite fermions. Moreover, each of the proposed non-Abelian topological orders has a different n, implying a different fractional quantized thermal conductance, g Q . Hence, measuring the heat conductance of the equilibrated ν = 5/2 fractional state may determine the nature of the topological order. Our measurement results are compatible with K ≈ 2.5κ 0 .
Experimental details
Our experimental setup, with its 'heart' shown in Fig. 1a , is similar in principle to our previously studied configuration 26 (see Methods). The two-dimensional electron gas is structured in the form of four separated arms (formed by chemical etching), with a small floating reservoir Article reSeArcH in the centre (an ohmic contact with an area of about 12 µm 2 ) heated by an incident direct current to temperature T m . The chiral edge modes leave the floating reservoir and enter the separated arms with temperature T m . Each arm is gated across its width with a continuous metallic surface gate (isolated from the sample's surface by 5-nm-thick HfO 2 ), about 30 µm away from the floating reservoir. Negative charging of each gate allows disconnecting the corresponding arm from the circuit.
If I s is the source current, then the incident current at the floating reservoir is I in = t 1 I s , where t 1 = ν gate /ν is the transmission coefficient of the source's arm gate, ν gate is the filling factor under the gate. The outgoing current splits into N arms, with the dissipated power in the floating reservoir being
), where V s is the Hall voltage, with all gates uncharged. In thermal equilibrium, the dissipated power equals-ideally-the outgoing power carried by the chiral one-dimensional charged edge modes and by the phonons (to the bulk); namely, ΔP = ΔP e + ΔP ph . The edge modes are expected to carry a heat of
2 , where n tot K is the overall thermal conductance coefficient of n tot modes in N arms, and T 0 is the electron temperature in the grounded contacts. In turn, the heat flux carried by phonons is expected to obey
5 . The temperature T m was determined by measuring the thermal noise (in the downstream drain) carried by the current leaving the floating reservoir. We emphasize that owing to the chirality of the modes (and the absence of back-scattering), the low-frequency current fluctuations leaving the floating reservoir are conserved. Thus, the downstream thermal current fluctuations reflect the temperature of the floating contact (even if the edge modes cool along their paths). The voltage fluctuations in the drain, S v (in V 2 Hz
) were filtered by an LC circuit located at the mixing chamber (with frequency f 0 ≈ 695 kHz and bandwidth Δf = 30 kHz). The relevant thermal current fluctuations S th were calculated via = S S G th v H 2 , where G H = νe 2 /h. The voltage fluctuations were amplified by a cascade of a 'cold' (at 4.2 K) and a room-temperature amplifier and measured by a spectrum analyser. In our setup, the voltage gain of the cold amplifier, calibrated via thermal and shot-noise measurements (normalized to a bandwidth of 30 kHz), was about 9, with an input-referred noise of 260 pV Hz −1/2 . The gain of the room-temperature amplifier was 200, with an input-referred noise of 0.5 nV Hz −1/2 . Following the procedure described in ref. 26 (see Methods), the temperature T m was plotted as a function of the dissipated power, ΔP. Additional contributions to the thermal conductance (for example, from phonons and bulk electrons) that depend only on T m , were subtracted (hereafter referred to as 'subtraction procedure'); namely, To strengthen our conclusions we also show selected data of (1) the total heat transport of N k open arms, which contains also heat flux that is not associated with the chiral edge modes and (2) data analysis that includes the phonon contribution.
The molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)-grown GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructures that hosted the two-dimensional electron gas were designed to screen effectively the ionized dopants (Extended Data Fig. 1 ). Consequently, 'relatively free' electrons that reside in the doping regions can contribute to the electrical and thermal conductance. We carried out initial experiments with an extremely high-mobility two-dimensional electron gas by employing short-period superlattice doping (SPSL), with excess electrons in the doping layer 29 . The low-temperature dark mobility was 31 × 10 6 cm 2 V −1 s −1 and the areal electron density was 3.1 × 10 11 cm
. Clear Hall plateaus and a longitudinal resistance of R xx < 10 Ω were observed for filling factors of ν = 2-3 (Extended Data Fig. 2 ). Although the electrons in the doping layer were relatively localized (owing to their heavy mass and the disorder), they still seemed to conduct heat. For example, when testing the heat flow at ν = 2, where the thermal conductance is well understood, we found it to be higher than the expected value by approximately 3κ 0 T. The subtraction procedure led to the expected heat conductance in each arm (Extended Data Fig. 3 ); yet, the accuracy required in these experiments necessitated a minimization of such unwanted contributions.
Consequently, we developed a 'delta-doped' scheme in a lowAl-mole-fraction Al x Ga 1−x As layer (x ≈ 0. 23-0.25) . This led to shallower silicon deep-donor-like levels 30 . As in the SPSL scheme, excess doping was required to obtain good conductance quantization in states with ν = 2-3. The shallower donor level allowed a relatively low 'freezing temperature' of the electrons and thus a still efficient screening of the donors. However, sufficient charge localization was For a description of the whole structure, see ref. 26 . The small ohmic contact (with an area of 12 µm 2 ) serves as the heated floating reservoir, injecting currents into N arms. The effective propagation length (to a cold contact) in each arm is about 150 µm. The thermal noise can be measured in two opposite arms (connected to band-pass filters and cold amplifiers). Arms can be disconnected by negatively charging surface gates deposited on HfO 2 . Although the voltage required to disconnect an arm by a typical quantum point contact is about −10 V, which leads to severe hysteresis and instability, only about −1 V sufficed with the surface gates. This allowed stable operation. As an example, the energy-carrying edge modes that correspond to the particle-hole Pfaffian order are shown. achieved at base temperature, with negligible bulk heat conductance. We conducted measurements in a sample with a dark mobility of about 20 × 10 6 cm 2 V −1 s −1 and areal electron density 2.8 × 10 11 cm
, with a smaller span of the quantized Hall plateaus in a magnetic field and a higher lowest R xx (Fig. 1b) .
The sample was cycled three times between room temperature and low temperatures. This cycling process is known to change the distribution of charged impurities and donors, effectively rendering a slightly different device microscopically. Measurements were repeated at different temperatures and different magnetic fields (in particular, at different fillings on the ν = 5/2 plateau). Deducing the thermal conductance with a reasonable accuracy necessitates a careful determination of the parameters of the system. The following important factors were considered in the measurements (see also Methods). (i) Source noise. A non-ideal source contact may produce noise, which in turn will add to the measured thermal noise. Being uncorrelated with the thermal noise, if small enough, this noise is easily subtracted from the measured thermal noise. (ii) Equal division of currents and the overlap of Hall plateaus among the different arms (Extended Data Fig. 4 ). Although in general the uniformity of the electron density was excellent and the contact resistance was isotropic, small adjustments were done, when needed, by changing slightly the magnetic field. (iii) Because the small floating contact does not have zero contact resistance, incident (or emitted) currents may suffer reflection. Reflection was found to depend on the base temperature, the cycling round and the filling factor. In general, the reflection coefficient was found to be always smaller than 3%, with no remarkable difference between the thermal conductance determined in different runs. (iv) The stability of the electron base temperature, T 0 , during the long measurements of the thermal noise is crucial. Hence, consecutive measurements at different temperatures were performed after long intervals that allowed the electrons to reach a constant temperature. (v) An accurate determination of the amplification in the different Hall states under study is crucial. The amplification did not change considerably among the nearby ν = 7/3, 5/2 and 8/3 states studied (see Methods). (vi) Systematic errors resulted mostly from the uncertainty (±0.5 mK) in determining the electrons' temperature, which is directly tied to accuracy in determining the correct amplifier gain. We estimated the total error in the determination of the thermal conductance coefficient (due to regression and systematic errors) to be less than ±0.05κ 0 at a confidence level of more than 90%. Interestingly, the correct determination of T 0 led to an excellent linear-dependence fit of the power dissipation with T m 2 (at low enough temperatures, where phonon contribution is negligible, or by employing the subtraction procedure) for any number N of open arms. (vii) During the measurements, the electrons initially remained at temperatures of around 18-20 mK (with a fridge temperature of about 10 mK) and later slowly cooled to 11-12 mK (with a fridge temperature <6 mK). Measurements at higher temperatures necessitated heating up the fridge.
Measurement results
We start by presenting the measurements performed at a bulk filling factor of ν = 5/2. To verify the integrity of our measurements (for example, the amplification and the electron temperature), we first Article reSeArcH measured the heat conductance of the two outmost integer edge modes. As verified previously 25, 26 , the thermal conductance is expected to be an integer multiple of κ 0 T. By tuning the voltage of the arm gates (Fig. 1a) , thus controlling the fillings under the gates, to either ν gate = 1 or ν gate = 2, the outermost-edge mode or the two outer-edge modes, respectively, were allowed to reach the remote grounds (inset, Fig. 2a ). Under these conditions, the inner modes of the fractional ν = 1/2 state were fully reflected back into the floating contact. Measurements were performed with N = 4, 3 and 2, and here we plot the normalized electronic power dissipation of a single arm, λ ΔN /ΔN for ΔN = 2, as a function of T m 2 (following the subtraction procedure). The slope of each curve corresponds to the corresponding normalized heat conductance coefficient, K/κ 0 (Fig. 2a) . For ν gate = 2, the heat conductance for the two modes is K 2 = (1.92 ± 0.05)κ 0 , whereas for ν gate = 1 we find K 1 = (0.99 ± 0.04)κ 0 , with an average heat conductance per mode of K 1 = (0.97 ± 0.03)κ 0 . The small deviations from the expected values emanate from systematic and random errors (see above), as well as from possible non-ideality of the system. Yet, the results reproduce recent measurements of integer modes in altogether different devices 26 .
In Fig. 2b we present the most important results of this work measured at the ν = 5/2 state. With the gates unbiased, the heat was carried away from the floating reservoir into each open arm. Because this state may harbour counter-propagating modes, downstream charge modes and upstream neutral modes, a complete equilibration of the modes within each arm's edge is necessary to correctly determine the order of the ν = 5/2 state. Hence, a propagation length substantially longer than the equilibration length (which is expected to decrease as the temperature increases 26 ) is required (here, L ≈ 150 µm). A length that is too short may also harbour non-topological counter-propagating edge modes due to undesirable edge reconstruction. However, bulk contribution may have an important role for long arms because it may induce thermal flux backflow. We start by analysing the data with the subtraction procedure, which is applied to the data from the centre of the conductance plateau at three different base electron temperatures, T 0 . By plotting the normalized electronic power dissipation of a single arm, λ ΔN /ΔN for ΔN = 2, as a function of T m 2 , we observe a linear dependence at the three base temperatures of the electrons (confirming the correct determination of the temperature). As the temperature decreases, an increase in the heat conductance is evident, which we attribute to an increase of the temperature equilibration length. At higher temperatures, the thermal conductance tends to saturate with K 5/2 = (2.53 ± 0.04)κ 0 , whereas at the lowest temperature we find K 5/2 = (2.76 ± 0.04)κ 0 ; we address this observation in more detail later.
To validate our measurement results, we present also raw data in Fig. 2c (and Fig. 3 ). In the plot, the total power dissipation ΔP at T 0 = 18 mK is shown as a function of T m for different numbers of arms. We find K 5/2 = (2.55 ± 0.04)κ 0 for a single, fully open arm. The dashed lines are least-squares fits using , where K is a single free parameter used to fit the data points. Fixing a single β (which depends on the size of our floating contact) as above leads to an uncertainty in K of ~0.02κ 0 in the present analysis; this agrees with the uncertainty in the subtraction procedure. As can be seen in the figures, the fits across the full temperature range are in excellent agreement with the data points, as the chosen β provides the lowest accumulated error in the fitting line (in all our datasets).
We then studied the two neighbouring fractional states, the simpler ν = 7/3 state and the ν = 8/3 hole-conjugate state. The ν = 7/3 state is expected to support only three downstream charge modes: two integer and one fractional (the inner ν = 1/3, e * = e/3) 31 , each with central charge 26 equal to 1. The hole-conjugate ν = 8/3 state, similarly to the ν = 2/3 state in the lowest Landau level, also supports three downstream charge modes, two integer and one fractional (the inner ν = 2/3, with e * = e/3) 31 , but the inner mode is accompanied by an upstream neutral mode (with central charge equal to 1). Effectively, in fully equilibrated transport, a net of two modes carries the heat 26 .
Representative results in the above two states, obtained using the subtraction procedure at T 0 = 11-12 mK, are shown in Fig. 3b (see also Extended Data Fig. 5 ). In Fig. 3a , for T m (max) ≈ 30 mK, ν = 7/3 and for a fully open arm we find the thermal conductance coefficient to be K 7/3 = (2.96 ± 0.04)κ 0 . This corresponds to an average of K 1 = (0.99 ± 0.03)κ 0 per single charge edge mode (integer or fractional). For the ν = 8/3 state, we find a thermal conductance coefficient of K 8/3 = (2.19 ± 0.03)κ 0 instead of the expected K 8/3 = 2κ 0 for fully equilibrated counter-propagating modes. We note also the finite R xx at ν = 8/3 (larger than in the other two neighbouring states; see Fig. 1b ), which may lead to heat leakage into the bulk, thus effectively increasing the apparent thermal conductance. It is important to recall that in previous measurements of the heat conductance at the fractional ν = 2/3 state we found K 2/3 = 0.33κ 0 at T 0 = 10 mK and K 2/3 = 0.25κ 0 at In the ν = 8/3 state (errors mentioned are at a confidence level of better than 95%), with an upstream propagating neutral mode, K = 2κ 0 is expected for an infinite propagation length. The observed thermal conductance coefficient is larger (similar to that of the ν = 2/3 state 26 ). b, The total dissipated power is plotted for the two states in a as a function of T m 2 (without any data manipulation). Arrows describe the edge structure of each of the states. The measured power dissipation at ν = 7/3 agrees well with the expected one, with a weak deviation at higher temperatures (likely due to the phonon contribution). In the ν = 8/3 state the deviation is greater owing to the lack of equilibration, combined with bulk heat conductance due to the finite R xx .
T 0 = 30 mK. Such dependence on the temperature is expected because it is tied directly with the temperature dependence of the equilibration length (see methods in ref. 26 ). The presence of neutral modes in ν = 8/3 and in ν = 5/2 was also verified (see Extended Data Fig. 6 ).
In Fig. 3 we show raw data for the two neighbouring states near ν = 5/2 without any data manipulation (such as the subtraction procedure or taking into account the phonon contribution). The total heat dissipation for N = 4 is plotted in Fig. 3b as a function of T m 2 . For the ν = 7/3 state, a deviation from K 1 = κ 0 for a single charge mode (namely, K 7/3 = 3κ 0 in each arm) becomes evident when the temperature approaches about 30 mK, which is clearly due to the phonon contribution. Yet, for the ν = 8/3 state, the deviation from the expected total thermal conductance of 8κ 0 (for four arms) is more apparent. Here, the non-equilibrated heat transport, combined with additional bulk transport (because R xx > 0), contributes to a larger deviation of the thermal conductance.
In Fig. 4 we summarize the normalized thermal conductance coefficient of the ν = 5/2 state. We plot K/κ 0 at different temperatures (12-25 mK) and at three filling factors (on the ν = 5/2 conductance plateau). Seventeen measurements were performed with the device temperature cycled three times to room temperature, thus allowing for different microscopic configurations of the ionized charges. A saturation of the normalized thermal conductance K 5/2 = (2.53 ± 0.04)κ 0 is observed in the temperature range T 0 = 18-25 mK. The thermal conductance increases when the temperature is ≤15 mK. Such dependence is attributed to the increased equilibration length among the counterpropagating modes at lower temperatures (see the next section and Methods). In Fig. 5 we have summarized some of the more likely edge structures of possible orders that may describe the ν = 5/2 state, as well as their equilibrated K/κ 0 values. ; however, past 31, 35 and present results prove that these two states are compatible with composite fermion liquids, similar to those at ν = 1/3 and ν = 2/3.
Discussion and conclusions
We now discuss our measurement results and their implications. In this study and in our previous work 26 , the results agree well with theoretical predictions 36 , with a level of precision of about 1% (in sufficiently long samples). Two of the states require further elaboration. For the ν = 2/3 state, theory predicts a thermal Hall conductance that scales like 1/L (with L being the system size), with a proportionality constant that decreases with temperature (see methods in ref. 26 ). Our measurements are compatible with this expectation. For the ν = 8/3 state, we observed a thermal Hall conductance exceeding the expected one by about 10%, which we also attribute to partial equilibration of counter-propagating edge modes and the finite R xx of this state. When examining the case of ν = 5/2, these results give confidence in our experimental setup and analysis.
For the ν = 5/2 state, taking our findings of K 5/2 = 2.5κ 0 at face value, the results are compatible with the topological order of the particle-hole Pfaffian liquid 18, 19 . On the basis of common theoretical understanding, the fractional value of K implies that the ν = 5/2 state is non-Abelian. The identification of this topological order is rather surprising, in view of the numerical works that predicted the Pfaffian and anti-Pfaffian topological orders as leading candidates. This discrepancy may be reconciled by models that include disorder [37] [38] [39] . There may be factors that would cause the measured thermal Hall conductance to be different from that imposed by the bulk topological order. Of these, we note the lack of equilibration of counter-propagating edge modes and leakage of heat to the bulk either due to longitudinal electronic thermal conductance or due to phonons. We were able to quantify the phonons' contribution and ascertain that it is small 26 for a similar behaviour of the ν = 2/3 state). Seventeen measurements were conducted, with K/κ 0 falling in the range K/κ 0 = (2.53 ± 0.04)κ 0 at electron base temperatures of T 0 = 18-25 mK, where most of the data points were taken.
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Integer, e, = 1 figure) . The ν = 5/2 state can be constructed in a particle-like manner, starting from ν = 2 and adding fractional, neutral, or Majorana modes, or in a hole-like fashion, starting from ν = 3 and adding modes moving in opposite directions (for example, see the third column of the anti-Pfaffian phase). The final state of the edge modes, after full equilibration, is depicted in the right-most column of each row. The green line divides the particle-like and hole-like states.
Article reSeArcH (otherwise, we fully subtracted it). The observation of plateau-like saturation in the measured two-terminal thermal conductance suggests that the contribution of the longitudinal conductance is small, although the level of precision of the plateau cannot rule out that such contribution exists.
To analyse possible effects of partial equilibration, we consider an edge carrying upstream modes with a thermal Hall conductance coefficient K u and downstream modes with a thermal Hall conductance coefficient K d . Full equilibration at the edge, which is expected for long enough samples, would result in a measured thermal Hall conductance coefficient of |K d − K u |, whereas in the absence of any equilibration the measured thermal Hall conductance coefficient would be
Partial equilibration may give rise to intermediate values between these two limits. If some of the modes on an edge fully equilibrate while others stay intact, a plateau will arise with a heat conductance that is different from that dictated by the topological order in the bulk (with a possible distribution of the heat current between the two edges of the sample). Remarkably, the difference between the values of the heat conductance in the two models is an integer. Thus, an observed half-integer value in this case implies that the topological order is non-Abelian. In particular, such a picture (with equilibration of only certain modes) might be consistent with the anti-Pfaffian topological order 40 . Hence, although our results point at the ν = 5/2 state being non-Abelian, they might not fully identify its topological order.
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MEthods MBE-grown heterostructures. The MBE growth techniques used for heterostructures harbouring the fragile ν = 5/2 fractional state were developed during the past decades. Poor correlation was found between the zero-field mobility and the ν = 5/2 energy gap. The key factor influencing the robustness of the state was found to be the spatial correlations among the charged scatters in the doped layers 29 . The highest quality (largest gap) was observed when using the SPSL scheme accompanied by controlled illumination at low temperatures [41] [42] [43] . However, the fabricated devices exhibited poor temporal stability, as well as gate hysteresis 44 .
In this work, we used two types of structures, one that had substantial thermal bulk conductance and another that did not (see Extended Data Fig. 1) . Device fabrication. A high-purity heterojunction hosting a high-mobility twodimensional electron gas, with areal electron density 2.8 × 10 11 cm −2 and 4.2-K 'dark' mobility µ = 20 × 10 6 cm 2 V −1 s
, was used. The depth of the two-dimensional electron gas below the surface was 176 nm, the spacer layer (separation between twodimensional electron gas and donors) was 85 nm and the quantum-well width was 30 nm. A 5-nm-thick HfO 2 layer was deposited on the surface using an atomic layer deposition process and served as a dielectric layer under the gates. Because the crystal direction is found to affect the contact resistance 44, 45 , 'zigzag edge'-type contacts were fabricated. Etched groves under the floating contact (not visible in the SEM micrograph) ensure that the incident current enters the bulk of the metal ohmic contact before splitting between the different arms of the device. Following a thorough cleaning of the surface (by plasma ashing and oxide removal), contacts were evaporated in an electron-gun evaporator with a base pressure of 10 −8 torr. The evaporation sequence for ohmic contacts, from the GaAs surface and up, was: Ni (5 nm), Au (200 nm), Ge (100 nm), Ni (75 nm) and Au (15 nm). Contacts were alloyed at 450 °C for 2 min. The continuous gates were evaporated on HfO 2 in the sequence Ti (5 nm) and Au (20 nm). Continuous gates versus quantum point contact constrictions. Because the heterostructures are doped using the SPSL method 29 , 'relatively free' electrons exist in the donor layer. Depleting, or pinching, electrons in the two-dimensional electron gas by using a quantum point contact (QPC) constriction requires a large negative gate voltage of about −10 V (in order to deplete also the donor layer). This leads to considerable hysteresis and instability, presumably due to the 'slow' motion of the carriers in the donor layers. By replacing the QPCs with continuous gates, deposited on a high-dielectric-constant HfO 2 insulator, the required voltage for depletion was about −1 V, thus minimizing the instability and hysteresis effects. Small floating contact. Owing to the finite contact resistance, backscattering from the floating heated reservoir leads to an effective series thermal resistance and possibly shot noise in the source arm. Backscattering from the contact was measured by comparing the incident current to the reflected one when the number of the fully open arms was changed. The source current was initially fully reflected into the amplifier, thus measuring the impinging current, I s . Then, in a two-arm configuration, the reflected current, I ref , was measured again. The reflection coefficient r was calculated from r = 2I ref /I s − 1. Similar expressions are used for any N open arms. The measured reflection depended on the cycling round and the filling factor and was always less than 3%. Branching of current into N arms. Because the small floating contact might not have the same contact resistance in each of the four arms, and the density in each arm may be slightly different, the equal branching of the currents in each arm must be verified. Optimization was performed by a changing slightly the magnetic field (Extended Data Fig. 4) . Calibration of the gain and T 0 . Knowing the gain of the amplification chain is crucial for the determination of the electron temperature, T m . Two calibration regions (for the two amplification chains), each composed of an additional gated region and two contacts (source and ground) were added in two opposite arms 26 . Two methods were used to calibrate the gain: (a) verifying the well known quasiparticle charge at a known temperature and (b) measuring thermal noise when the electron temperature was equal to the fridge temperature (at temperatures higher than 70-100 mK). The different effective gains (at 30 kHz bandwidth) were determined at different filling factors by comparing the areas under the resonance curves.
For example, calibrating the gain (of the amplification chain, composed of two amplifiers and a spectrum analyser) via shot-noise measurements proceeded as follows. First, the temperature was determined, independently of the gain, by a linear extrapolation of the noise curve versus the current I (at eV s ≫ 2k B T 0 ) to zero noise. The intersection point is eV s = 2k B T 0 , with V s = Ih/(ve ). With the transmission coefficient of the QPC, t QPC , and the known quasiparticle charge, e * , the gain is determined by a simple matching procedure of the shot noise data with the familiar expression of the spectral density of the noise. We use the usual expression of shot noise for independent scattering events,
, where ζ(V, T) is a temperature-dependent factor that has been proven to work quite well in all the quantum Hall effect regimes and V is the applied voltage. T 0 is determined with an accuracy of ±0.5 mK.
The gain is actually an 'effective gain' that depends on the bandwidth of the LCR H circuit, with R H = 1/G H , and the spectrum analyser bandwidth. The gain squared is proportional to the area under the Lorentzian power response. Hence, the ratio of these areas at different filling factors should equal the ratio of the squares of the gains. This method was compared with measurements of the thermal noise at elevated temperatures.
It is difficult to determine the systematic errors in the determination of the gain. However, we checked the effect of a slight modification of the gain on the determined temperature T m and found it to be negligible in comparison with the scattering of the random errors seen in the figures. Interestingly, a correct determination of T 0 led to an extremely good functional fit of the power dissipation with − T T where G i is the conductance of the ith arm [23] [24] [25] [26] and G amp is the conductance of the arm that hosts the amplifier. Thermal conductance at low temperatures. Here we discuss the observed increase in the thermal conductance at 12 mK at the ν = 5/2 state that is due to the lack of equilibration between the upstream and downstream modes. We show that this behaviour is compatible with the particle-hole Pfaffian model. We argue that because the particle-hole Pfaffian model has only one upstream Majorana mode, the equilibration length ξ(T) is especially long compared to all other quantum Hall states at the lowest temperatures. Thus, the upstream and downstream modes in the particle-hole Pfaffian state may require a higher temperature for equilibration compared to other topological liquids. In what follows, we only focus on the energy exchange between the upstream and downstream modes and do not address how local quasi-equilibrium is established in each mode. We also neglect tunnelling from the fractional channel to the integer ones. We believe that this is justified by the width of the confining potential of the etch-defined edge 46 and by spin conservation. At the ν = 2/3 state, the thermal conductances of upstream and downstream modes are equal. This leads to a relatively slow temperature dependence of the observed conductances as K ≈ ξ(T)/L, where L is the edge length and ξ(T) is the equilibration length 26 . A zero thermal conductance is expected only at an infinite L. The exact dependence of ξ(T) on the temperature is determined by the system details but we expect that ξ(T) grows at low temperatures, in agreement with the data. At filling factors such as ν = 3/5, the total thermal conductances of upstream and downstream modes differ. Then, the correction to the universal heat conductance varies as exp[−CL/ξ(T)], where C is a constant 26 . Thus, only small corrections to the universal value are expected as long as ξ(T) ≪ L. When ξ(T) ≥ L, the thermal conductance should grow with decreasing temperature. Such growth has been seen experimentally only at ν = 5/2 and T < 15 mK. This suggests that the inequality ξ(T) ≪ L holds at accessible temperatures for all states except ν = 5/2 (ref. 36 ). The different behaviour of ξ(T) for different filling factors may originate from the structure of the most relevant inter-mode interaction. In Abelian states this interaction is ν(x)∂ x φ i ∂ x φ j , where φ k denotes the kth Bose mode and the interaction amplitude ν(x) is a random function of coordinates. A state with at least two upstream Majorana modes ε i exhibits the same scaling of the equilibration length because of the same scaling dimension of the leading inter-mode interaction ν(x)ε i ε j ∂ x φ k . In the particle-hole Pfaffian model, there is only a single upstream Majorana mode ε, and therefore such a term cannot exist in the Hamiltonian. Thus, the interaction is less relevant in the renormalization group sense. This translates into a weaker thermal exchange at low temperatures and a faster growth of the equilibration length at low T.
